The Bridges of Middlesex County

Runnells Bridge – Pepperell Ma – Nashua NH

Bridges of Middlesex County

Leonard P. Zakim Bridge – Boston – Charlestown MA

The Bridges of Middlesex County
The story of Waltham, E. Howard &
Co. and the E. Howard Watch Co.
and their Bridge Model Watches

The First Bridge Model
• In the 1890’s Waltham hired a small group of
Swiss watchmakers to modernize their watch
lines.
• The most distinctive development was the
adaptation of the 1894 model 12 size watch and
the 1899 16 size watch to a new open design.
• The first watch built to this design was a prototype
based on an 1888 model.

1888 Bridge Model
Prototype

• Found in the Engineering Department
“effects” when Waltham shut down.
• It is 17 jewel with no serial no. marks.
• There are marks on the bridge ends that
appear to be from pre-existing jewel
setting screws.
• Note the small detent screw to the right
of the winding wheel characteristic of
the 1888 model.

•
•
•
•

The 1894 model 12 size watches are the
first production Bridge Models.
The lowest serial number is 8,774,001
which could be as late as 1903.
No detailed records exist, so the precise
date is not known.*
This example is from the first OF run
8,774,501 to 8,775,000.

*Many runs of 1894 model with numbers below
7,555,000 were completed in 1902.

The First
Production Models

The 16 Size Bridge Model
• The 16 size Bridge Model was the last of the
American Watch Co. grade watches produced by
Waltham.
• After the 1899 Bridge Model, the name American
Watch Co. as a grade designation disappears and is
replaced by Maximus.
• The magnificent Premier Maximus was the final
Waltham Bridge Model

The Bridges at Waltham
• 12 size 19, 21 and 23 Jewel
both Hunting and Open
Face
– 19 Jewel has not been
reported seen but is listed.

• 16 size 21 and 23 Jewel
both Hunting and Open
Face
• 16 size 23 Jewel Specials
– with straight supplemental
bridges for E. Howard
Watch Co.

19J

21J

23J

12 Size Hunting

101

310

550

12 Size Open

100

766

176

16 Size Hunting

380

1,080

16 Size Open

245

955

16 Size OF Straight Bridges

600

16 Size HC Straight Bridges

400

• Watches marked for E.
Howard & Co. may be
found in all the runs
Note: The prototype is 17J and there may be other 17J examples. Some of the
production runs read 17 – 23 jewels. However, no standard 17J examples have
been reported.

•
•
•

21 Jewel Bridge Model
First 16 Size Open Face Run
3 Visible Diamond End Stones

21 Jewel Bridge Model

• Classic Bridge Model Dial
• 23 jewel
• 2 Diamond end stones

23J Standard Model

•
•
•
•

Exported Bridge Model
Classic English Crystal case style
9 Karat Dennison Mark
H.M. 1920

London Bridge

E. Howard & Company’s
Dilemma

• Howard had established a
reputation for solid, reliable
watches with no high jewel
counts or odd looking plates.
• The market was looking for
higher jewel counts and more
style.
• With their very low volume
production, Howard could not
retool to produce a different kind
of watch.
• They introduced the split plate
watches in both the N and L size,
but it was not enough.
• The 21 jewel L size watch was
the most daring watch they could
come up with.

• Howard contracted with Waltham to provide a
customized (private label) version of Waltham’s
new Bridge Model.
• The first Howard version was identical to the 21
jewel bridge models from Waltham.
• The dials are a synthesis of the elegant Howard
dials on the Howard New Model and the
understated dial on the Waltham Bridge Model.

The Answer
“Outsource”

•
•

•

Howard bought a number of watches from
Waltham in 1903.
The first was purchased in December
1902 and the last delivered on January 29,
1904 with the exception of one odd run
bought 12/7/1903 and sold 12/29/1907.
These are the last watches listed in the
Howard records.

With 23 Jewel and
12 Size Versions

16s OF
12s HC

E. Howard Watch Co. Record

Note these 10 watches
are listed as lever set.

Many existing examples do not
show up on this list. In
particular the two examples on
the previous slide 816084 and
829624 are not here.

The Game is Up
• The influx of new watches from Waltham and the upgrades of the New
Model (Split Plate) watches were not enough to keep the business
running and the watch business of E. Howard & Co. was shut down.
• The next steps are not entirely clear in any of the material I have
available. What we do know is:
– The Keystone Watch Case Co. purchased the United States Watch Co. of
Waltham in 1901.
– Keystone may have used the United States Watch Co. officers to purchase
the rights to the E. Howard name.

• Whatever the path, sometime in 1903 both the facility of the United
States Watch Co. and the rights to the Howard name had passed to the
Keystone Watch Case Co.
• From the surviving examples, and research by Jerry Treiman and
others, it appears that Keystone continued the contract with Waltham
with some modifications in the design of the Bridge Model and
probably also received the unsold inventory from E. Howard & Co.
and/or Waltham.

A Watch in the Crack

• There are a small number of 17
jewel ¾ plate watches that have “H”
prefix serial numbers, but do not
show up in the E. Howard & Co.
production records. Most are 16 size
as in this example.
• These watches are described in the
first contract with the new E.
Howard Watch Company.
• Other examples exist without the
“H” prefix but numbers in the
866,xxx range.

The “Rare” 12 Size

•

•
•
•
•
•

A small number of 12 size watches based
on the 1894 model Waltham were made
for the E. Howard Watch Co. A total of
300 were made including HC and OF.
Most of the 12 size omit the H prefix on
the serial number.*
The serial number of this example is
H866830, very close to the 16 size
example (H866709).
The case and dial appear to be original.
The dial signature has been erased.
The Waltham serial number is 12,066,830
*866,819 is a nearly identical 12 size without the H prefix.

E. Howard Watch Co. Boston
• The new watches were
labeled E. Howard
Watch Co., Boston.
• Waltham delivered the
cost reduced version of
the Bridge model along
with ¾ plate watches
with a unique plate
design.
• The new E. Howard
Watch Co. sold this
stock to establish
marketing channels until
their own production
could get under way.
• Oddly, the ¾ plate
watches continue to
carry the E. Howard &
Co. name.

Hayden Wheeler Lends a Hand
•

•

•

The only surviving
advertising from the
initial period is a
small brochure
published by Hayden
W. Wheeler, a jeweler
in New York.
In it the “1903” model
Howards are
described and
pictured along with a
variety of case styles
that were available to
house them.
The ¾ plate watch is
described with a gold
train. No gold train
examples have been
reported although
they do have gold
center wheels.

Who is the
Brochure About?
• The line cuts in the brochure
picture the earlier E. Howard
and Co. watches, but include
the ¾ plate that is not
recorded by Howard.
• The front of the brochure
gives a clue to what may be
going on.

Summarizing the Contracts
• At least 3 contracts
• 1st contract with E. Howard & Co.

Courtesy Jerry Treiman

– 16 size Bridge models marked E. Howard & Co.*
– H803xxx, H816xxx, H829xxx, and H834xxx

• 2nd contract with startup E. Howard Watch Co.
–
–
–
–

H816xxx (12-size, 21j bridge models.)*
H866xxx (16-size, ¾ plate)
866xxx (no “H” on the ¾ plate 12 size)**
All are marked “E. Howard & Co.”

• 3rd and possibly more contracts with E. Howard Watch Co. for the one
million series watches and a small number of ¾ plate and 12 size.
– Partially finished at the new company.
– Bridge Models are marked E. Howard Watch Co.
– ¾ Plate Models are marked E. Howard & Co.
* The Howard records show 3 runs of 12 size open face bridge model dated January 1904 with serial
numbers 816351 to 816390. It may be that the new company used the old company’s ledgers for these
first watches.
** The example shown earlier appears to be an exception to the marking.

Mapping the Serial Numbers
Thanks to Jerry Treiman, Carl Goetz and Art Liebold

Observed Mapping
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H803511-550
H803701-4000
H816051-110
H816301-390
H829501-700
H834001-300
H866501-800
866801-7100
1000001-600
1005001-500*
1010001-600
1015001-400
1025001-250
1030101-200

9503511-550B
9503701-4000B
11516051-110B
11516301-390B
11029501-700B
11534001-300B
12066501-800
12066801-7100
12600001-600B
12605001-500B
12610001-600
12615001-400
12625001-250B
12630001-200B

*Some Ser. 5 Howards use numbers in this range

•
•
•
•

Suspected Mapping
H825201-400
9525201-400
H833601-4000 9533601-4000
1020000126200001035001-100
12635001-100B

12 size runs

B = Bridge Model

Abstracted from NAWCC Bulletin
June 1998 pg 322

•

First Bridges From E.
The first Bridge Models
produced by the E. Howard
Howard
Watch
Co.
Watch Co. feature a new

jeweled motor barrel with
straight bridges like those
on the Waltham.
• The center bridge takes on
the distinctive appearance
that it will have for all the
16 size Bridge Models.

The New Engineers
• The engineers responsible for the new watch secured
patents for the features. These patents were widely used in
the new company literature.
– Ryland L. Taft
• Pendant Setting Patent #796,162 – August 1, 1905

– Walter B. Mehl
• Jeweled Barrel Patent #886,387 – May 5, 1908
• Lever Setting Patent #900,183 – October 6, 1908

Model 1905

• According to Arthur Borg, this model is
distinguished by the pendant setting
mechanism.
• Watches with lever setting are Model
1908.
• All standard Howard cases have a lever
slot, but this one is empty.
• After 1908, the pillar plates are all milled
to accept either lever or pendant setting.
• This example was produced after 1908.

Model 1908

• Proceeding one feature at a time,
this nearly identical 19 jewel
watch does have lever setting.
• The 1908 patent specifically
includes provision for the parts of
the 1905 patent.

Joseph A. Freund
• Freund joined E. Howard Watch Co. around 1908
and became the Master Watchmaker for both the
E. Howard Watch and the New York Standard
divisions of Keystone.
– Jeweled Banking Pin Patent #1062645 – May 27, 1913
(filed January 12, 1911)
– Edward Howard Design Patent #42,574 (with William H.
Ebelhare) June 4, 1912
– Balance Timing Weight Patent #788,399 – April 25,
1905 (before working for E. Howard Watch)
– Manufacturing and Engineering Patents for the 10 size
watch.

The Prestige Watches
• With Freund on board, the stage was set for the great
prestige watch battle between Waltham and Howard.
• Gruen, Elgin and even Hamilton had entered the
competition for the most prestigious watch.
• Only Waltham and Howard produced full 16 size
bridge model examples.
• The question still remains open as to which watch
was the “best.”

The Great
Waltham Bridge

• The Premier Maximus was
Waltham’s most distinguished watch.
• Its most effective competitor was the
Edward Howard.

The Edward Howard

• The Edward Howard was
intended as a statement
that the E. Howard Watch
Co. could make a truly
innovative and
distinguished watch.
• It contributed only
prestige to the overall
product line.

First and Last Bridges

• The story ends with the last and first of the
Middlesex Bridges.
• Neither of these watches has any clear relationship
to those shown so far.
• They only show that innovation comes in many
forms and often comes full circle.

Freund’s
Masterpiece
• The E. Howard Watch Co. 10
size of 1921 set the pattern for
much of the following watch
design.
• The watch was made with a
thick pillar plate containing
wells for the wheel works.
• Thin bridges were held with
screws and steady pins.
• The design greatly simplified
both manufacturing and repair.
• It can be considered the final
development of the Bridge
Model

Photo of banking pins courtesy Bill Tapp

• Charles Vander Woerd’s 1869 patent
Dustproof watch.
• It introduced many of the concepts
incorporated in the E. Howard Watch
Co. 10 size some 52 years later.
• The dustproof never reached
production.

The Waltham
that Preceded It
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More examples of these watches are available for on-line viewing
at www.awco.org/awco and www.awco.org/ehowardwatch

Final Montage

